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1 – PACI received Palestinian Minister of Social Affairs: 

 
 

HE the chairperson of Public Authority for Craft Industries has received in her 

office Dr. Shawki Abdel Meguid Alissa Palestinian Minister of social Affairs and 

has discussed a number of topics relating :    

To to the promotion and development of the areas of the existing cooperation between 

the Sultanate and Palestine, particularly in areas related to the development of craft-

producing households and community initiatives to ensure the achievement levels of 

income for artisans. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2 – PACI received Algerian Ambassador to the Sultanate : 

HE the Chairperson of Public Authority for Craft Industries has received in her office 

the Ambassador Mohand valid for Ajose Ambassador of the Algerian People's 

Democratic Republic appointed to the Sultanate and has discussed a number of topics 

relating :  

 To the promotion and development of the fields of the existing cooperation 

between the Sultanate and Algeria, especially in areas related industries craft.  

 They also discussed all the efforts made by the Sultanate in order to protect 

craft industries as well as the review of a number of topics of common interest 

between the two countries and ways of cooperation and future between them in 

the areas of strengthening the progress the development of craft industries and 

the rehabilitation of cadres of national energies young in various crafts. 

 The discuss a number of plans, programs and initiatives to develop the character 

in order to achieve rates of sustainable development as well as research 

frameworks to strengthen the partnership in the areas of regional cooperation 

aimed at promoting the sector and maintain the literal craft industries. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

3- Oman issued literal experiences at the regional level: 

 

Sultanate carried out represented the Public Authority for Craft Industries training 

program to extract natural dyes the Kingdom of Jordan, under the supervision of a 

literal experiences Omani specializing in craft dye traditional indigo for a number of 

craftsmen Jordanians, comes the implementation of the Commission for the work 

training program at the regional level in cooperation with the United Nations 

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization "UNESCO" organization within the 

empowerment of rural women in the Jordan Valley initiative in order to promote the 

benefit of experience National and knowledge and using them in different accredited 

to international organizations and bodies of training programs in addition to the 

emphasis on the leading role of the Sultanate in the development of traditional craft 

industries and professions to ensure its survival and continuity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

4-PACI carried out a pilot project for the production of domestic cotton textile: 

 

PACI was able to craft industries to find lines for the manufacture of Omani textiles 

from natural cotton farmed and known locally as «Cotton Alkhaddranji». And is 

currently working on the study and measurement of economic feasibility and 

profitability levels for products tela that hands made that national and local ores, 

comes implementation of the pilot body to take advantage of cotton crops in the 

framework of the promotion of the sector literal and the development of craft 

industries to cope with the modernity and the zeitgeist strategy, The importance of the 

project to push forward the sustainable development by relying on the fundamentals of 

the economy and emphasize the importance of establishing the principles of benefit 

from the components of the environment in the stages of training and operations and 

production craft. And going through the stages extracted from cotton fabric production 

Alkhaddranji through an integrated trade courses. The body has been able during the 

first phase of the pilot project to take advantage of the local cotton production 

Alkhaddranji of Mizar and dishdasha addition to several types of traditional clothes 

that are unique to the Sultanate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

5- The development of craft and wooden Woolen Industries Project (Palm 

Center): 

 

PACI carried out a pilot project is the first of its kind in the Sultanate in developing 

the craft of wood and tinea industries and the goal of the project to train 60 trainees in 

the areas of manufacturing and shavings of domestic wooden furniture in addition to 

developing tinea industries holders Al Batinah South Governorate, and where the 

activities of the implementation of systems The training and production project Palm 

Rustaq center and which will continue over two years, the management and 

supervision of a number of experiences, and will be during the first period of the 

project to create and train potential national young in the second period of 

implementation of production and marketing stage include The project includes the 

implementation of three training workshops and productivity, integrated and 

customized in tinea industries and wooden furniture industry.  

And it includes activities of the project implementation of a training program and 

advanced production in the wooden furniture industry, which includes training staff in 

accordance with the innovation skills and development to produce wooden models of 

modern design and Almrod economic with reliance on natural raw materials learned 

from the local environment will also be access to the latest techniques learned in the 

wooden sets Manufacturing decorations and accessories aesthetic. 

 

 

 

 

  



 

6- PACI involved in the activities to mark the World Day for Craft Industries in 

Iran: 

HE the chairperson of Public Authority for Craft Industries has Chaired Sultanate's 

delegation in the celebrations of the world the World Day for Craft Industries, which 

was held in the Iranian capital Tehran, during the period 9-14 June 2015 under the 

patronage of His Excellency Massoud Soltani Assistant President of the Islamic 

Republic of Iran and Chairman The Council of the Iranian cultural Heritage and 

Tourism and handicrafts.  and included the ceremony, which witnessed wide 

participation by international bodies and organizations related to the sector of To 

organize multiple events specializes in the media of social, economic and cultural 

values realized from the craft industries in addition to the review and adoption of a 

number of enhanced initiatives for cooperation and joint international action in the 

areas of protection and development of heritage and traditional professions Nations 

humanitarian and civilizations,  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

7-PACI Participated in the Omani Cultural Days in Brazil: 

 

PACI participated within the activities of the Omani Cultural Days in Brazil as part of 

the vision of the Sultanate towards enhancing the global dialogue among the various 

nations and civilizations Commission is seeking through its participation in the 

exhibition to introduce the craft Omani traditional occupations for visitors through the 

means of innovative techniques as well as to display the institutional experience and 

of craft projects which have contributed to ensure the continuity of craft production 

developer development, and allowed the private literal wing Authority cross sections 

found on various diverse exhibits opportunity and attracts wing literal Visitors to learn 

about some of the character of Omani innovative and learned from the Commission 

local Products made of shell coconuts and bones as well as groups of crafts silver and 

copper different types of industries as well as display models of daggers Omani it 

represents an important national symbol, also offers wing formations developed from 

natural distillates such as rose water essential oils extracted from Green Mountain and 

oil frankincense rare in addition to artisan products developed than doubled, wood and 

fabric types mystic and lumbar and antiques and cut-outs of pottery and porcelain 

varieties of frankincense and incense.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

8-PACI Participation in the International Fair of Bordeaux, France: 

 

PACI participated  in the activities of Bordeaux international France in its ninety-third 

during the period of 7-18/5/2015 and saw the visit more than thirty thousand visitors 

from around the world throughout the organization, and is a global Bordeaux, one of 

the most enhanced exhibitions gallery to discover the ingredients civilization and 

culture of the participating countries also contribute to the deepening of the show or 

insisted international cooperation between relevant organizations in the cultural 

heritage and the bodies of intangible and works to achieve the cultural and social 

partnership between the various institutions .And it made sure the body through its 

participation in the exhibition to support the convergence of communication and 

cultural and humanitarian between different nations and peoples as well as the 

definition craft Omani various craft industries and initiatives. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

9-PACI involved in intellectual property and traditional knowledge seminar in 

Geneva: 

 

Public Authority for Craft Industries participated in the International Symposium on 

intellectual property, genetic resources and traditional knowledge and cultural 

expressions of others material and organized by the World Intellectual Property 

Organization "WIPO" the Swiss city of Geneva during the period 23 to 25 June 2015, 

the seminar discussed a number of themes highlighted by the interactions and regional 

and international dimensions to the initiatives of intellectual property and the 

preservation of cultural traditions and knowledge of others material. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



10-PACI involved in the international Bandk Festival of craftsmen in Turkey:  

 

Sultanate participated represented by the Public Authority for Craft Industries in the 

activities of international Bandk Festival of the creators of handicrafts organized by 

the Research Center for Islamic History, Art and Culture Centre in Turkish Pendik 

The participation of the Sultanate in the context of strengthening the humanitarian 

dialogue between different nations and civilizations . 

The participation of the Sultanate within the international festival one of the most 

important posts actors in addition to the participation of more than fifty other 

countries from around the world, and has allowed the private literal wing Sultanate 

cross sections found on various exhibits inspired by the diverse wood industries the 

opportunity to also attract wing visitors to get to know some of the character of Omani 

innovative and learned from the local environment as well as display models of 

various ships and doors Oman in addition to the literal-developed products, and made 

sure the PACI through participation in the international festival to recognize the 

leading of the Sultanate in the advancement of the sector literal experience by 

highlighting the integrated craft initiatives in order to achieve the prospects of 

cooperation and joint action, as RTA was keen to provide integrated information for 

visitors to the festival for all Omani craft industries. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 



 

11-PACI participated in the forum Kuwait:  

 

PACI participated in Oman forum organized by the Omani Journalists Association in 

collaboration with the International Forum Foundation to organize conferences in 

order to build bridges of friendship, cooperation and communication between the State 

of Kuwait and Oman to serve the interests of both countries and the embodiment form 

of brotherly cooperation between the two countries in addition to strengthening 

bilateral relations and achieve convergence and open channel for discussion and 

dialogue on the media, economic and political relations and conveyed a message of 

civilization Kuwait to Oman. 

The most in the accompanying of the forum exhibition to highlight a number of 

artifacts that have been produced centers of the deity in the various governorates of 

the Sultanate of training and artisan production, and the definition of products craft 

craft initiatives aimed at preserving the craft industries and the advancement of the 

sector literal and the training and rehabilitation of artisans. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

12- Participation in the exhibition of Omani products (opex) in Jeddah: 

PACI Participated in the Exhibition of Omani products (opex), Kingdom of Saudi 

Arabia in Jeddah during the period from 18-21 / 5/2015, where patronized the opening 

ceremony, HE Dr. Tawfiq Al Rabiah, Minister of Commerce and Industry and the 

Saudi presence of His Excellency Dr. Ali bin Masoud Snaidi Minister of Trade and 

Industry, and this year with the participation of 120 companies and institutions are 

divided into 95 industrial companies, and 15 companies of small and medium 

enterprises, in addition to the 10 institutions specializing in craft industries. 

PACI in the exhibition co-host of specialized in the formulation of silver, textiles and 

the production of pottery, porcelain and wood industries as an industry ships artefacts 

institutions in addition to Almtalh industry honey and frankincense and craft products 

learned from the local environment, where the PACI aims through this review to 

secure and exhibitions enhances the demand for production National literal with the 

creation of opportunities and possibilities available to the owners of craft projects to 

display their products and promote them well outside the Sultanate and provide 

adequate solutions to take advantage of the experience and craft skills and access to 

the latest technical mechanisms and improved performance and artisan production 

environment. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



13- Participation within the activities of the first annual exhibition of 

handicrafts of the Gulf Cooperation Council : 

 

 

PACI participated  in the activities of the first annual exhibition of handicrafts of the 

Gulf Cooperation Council, which was held in Qatar, where the aim of participating to 

promote cooperation and relations and exchange of experiences with the Gulf 

Cooperation Council, especially in relation to the areas of  craft and traditional 

legacies. 

PACI sought through its participation in the exhibition to introduce Omani craft, the 

traditional professions for visitors through the media and innovative technologies, in 

addition to displaying the institutional experience and of craft projects that contribute 

to ensure the continuity of the developer craft production at the local level. 

Special literal Sultanate wing cross sections and allowed access to many of the 

products developed in various crafts, such as woodwork, fabric, and Saviac 

opportunity, as well as silverware and incense. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
14- PACI participated within the Exhibition energy from the seeds of the tree 
of life in Malaysia : 
 

 

PACI Participated with in Exhibition Energy seeds of the tree of life in Malaysia 

during the period of the 3-6 / 11/2015, which was organized by the World craft 

Council in collaboration with the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 

Organization "UNESCO" under the patronage of Her Highness Princess Sultana Noor 

Zhiza, the exhibition included the definition of a number of Omani craft industries of 

silver jewelry containing relevant quotations from inscriptions and plant motifs in 

addition to the definition of Oman Palmjmr allocated to the incense and made of pure 

silver in the hands of national and has also been some female ornaments display of 

traditional score Oman made of silver . 

PACI  also participated in the Third International Putrajaya Festival of the Arts and 

Islamic Culture 2015, organized by the Putrajaya city's in Malaysia in order to 

promote cultural cooperation and closer distances between the Islamic peoples 

touches creative and artistic under the slogan "Road treasures" relationships to shed 

light on the ancient history of the Silk Road and the spice in the world and different 

Arts in the Muslim world where Putrajaya Festival focused on the definition of the 

participating countries and visitors to the festival and traditional handicrafts. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



15- The Second Artisan Festival : 
 

Public Authority for Craft Industries was organized in conjunction with the National 

Day celebrations of the country's forty-fifth glorious second artisan festival during the 

period 24 to 26 November 2015 in Oman International Centre. 

The second artisan festival in its second year, the largest promotional gathering 

craftsman aims to raise competition catalog between craft projects and enhances the 

turnout of young people on the craft industries sector, as the festival attracts between 

corridors competencies literal prominent participation of more than 45 literally and 

professionalism of the owners of the glorious craft projects, where he participates 

craftsmen for innovation in various development axes and innovation literal as 

expressed festival clearly about inheritance National literal rich, which is an integral 

component of the Omani identity, as the festival is an opportunity for the various 

craftsmen to display their innovations and creations craft in various fields under the 

overall festival umbrella. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



 

16- PACI has Organized His Majesty Sultan Qaboos Award of Excellence for  

Craft ( Session 4 ) : 

 

PACI organized an event of Sultan Qaboos Award of Excellence for Craft (Session 4) 

under the patronage of His Highness Sayyid Shihab bin Tariq Al Said at the Oman 

International Exhibition Centre to honor the winners of the various areas of Sultan 

Qaboos award of Excellence craft 2015/2016 . The award is aimed at highlighting the 

role of craftsmen and their contribution to the comprehensive development process.  

834 craftsmen participated at the fourth version of the Sultan Qaboos Competition for 

Craft Excellence, from which 79 craftsmen in the textile, silver-work, ceramics and 

woodwork categories were shortlisted. Eleven craftsmen were selected for the awards 

of the 12 projects that were submitted in the craft projects category, three have been 

selected. The ceremony was attended by their highnesses, excellencies, honourable 

members of the State Council, undersecretaries, members of the Majlis Al Shura and 

members of the diplomatic corps accredited to the Sultanate, as well as public and 

private officials. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



 
 

17- PACI has participated in Muscat Festival 2015 : 

 

PACI participated in the events and activities of "Muscat 2015 Festival" during the 

period from January 15, 2015 till February 14, 2015; which included participation in 

the organization craftsman market in the craft Heritage Village Park public Amrat 

include various types of craft industries, in addition to providing live demonstrations 

of the definition Visitors Omani craft products and production phases, as an integrated 

body literal village organized within the activities of the global village craft that offer 

many offers and activities for visitors to the diverse craft festival. 

PACI also organized marine craft village, where they are the latest events involving 

the Commission for the first time this year; where this village offers a model of 

marine life Omani citizens includes all components, in addition to display real 

examples of the types of traditional Omani ships, and an exhibition featuring many 

Omani ships models to document and inform visitors about it.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

18 - Omani crafts day: 

PACI Celebrated Omani crafts day on the 3rd of March each year. The events 

included a literal implementation of support provided to the craftsmen initiatives 

aimed at encouraging the literal work and help artisans to enhance production and 

marketing capacity, where the President of the PACI HE Sheikha deliver support 

about 290 verbatim from various states of the Sultanate, and included activities to 

mark the inauguration of craft bag initiative is one of the craft initiatives implemented 

for the first time in order to provide craftsmen with the latest developer to work and 

performance Craftsman tools in order to improve production and contained craft bag 

on the set of tools and equipment training and productivity developed to work 

artisanal and craft bags vary depending on each craft has been taking into account the 

diversity of craft production and the corresponding characteristics of each craft tools 

and equipment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

19-  PACI has participated in COMEX 2015 : 

 

Public Authority for Craft Industries (PACI) participates in the Information and 

Communications Technology Exhibition (COMEX) at Oman International Exhibition 

Centre, during the period from April 27 until May 1, 2015 to display the most 

prominent projects and services and electronic submission of tariff offers services 

craft designed for craftsmen and investors in the artisanal sector Oman, and displays 

the most literal wing electronic services provided by the PACI for craftsmen through 

the website and social networking sites in addition to providing the most prominent 

craft forms and review of electronic information and data craft. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



20- Post events within the Muscat International Book fair : 

 

PACI participated in the activities of the Muscat International Book Fair, in the 

International Exhibition Centre has co-host of versions such as the Omani crafts 

Penchtah documentary study of Arabic, English and a book of traditional crafts 

industries in the Sultanate of Oman, and the book research the winning contest Sultan 

Qaboos of proficiency in the craft and studies in 2010 in Arabic and English And that 

definition industries craft, maintaining and operating mechanisms and types in 

addition to the definition of the Authority and its objectives and the efforts for the 

sake of continuity of craft industries and to educate visitors of the importance of craft 

industries and their role leading to express their cultural and civilizational identity of 

the community. Corner and saw the body before significant interaction of different 

audiences enriching publications with information provided by a smooth and 

streamlined for craft industries and types, as well as a way for different products that 

abound in the artisanal sector in the Sultanate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



21 – Open House Royal Opera House : 

 

Public Authority for Craft Industries involved within the activities of the open house 

organized by the Royal Opera House on February 14 2015, which saw effectiveness 

which was held at the Opera Gallery, a large presence of Oman and the Arab public, 

which included effective to provide many live performances varied for Craft 

Industries such as the drafting of silver and copper artifacts from industry and pottery 

have also been many special publications Authority magazine distribution woke literal 

as well as several specialized in various areas of legacies craft publications. 

The PACI  aims through its participation to the celebration of heritage and the 

dissemination of the literal Omani craft culture to emphasize the cultural diversity of 

the peoples of the side, and concluded with a musical effectiveness Omani Volkora 

mixed with tunes and rhythms of Oman. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



22 – PACI Participated in the fourth International Exhibition of Horses,camels 

and Heritage ( Asayel Omani ) : 

 

Public Authority for Craft Industries participated in the Fourth International 

Exhibition of horses, camels and Heritage .The Post In organizing an integrated suite 

craftsman Includes a number of craftsmen in various crafts related to horses and 

camels ornament craft Baddad industry and Ktam and Saddle and Algrdh  

PACI represented by the Department of Marketing and Investment craftsman has been 

keen to organize a literal events additional innovative to sign the production of 

artisans and various institutions contracts in the public and private sectors in order to 

maintain the continuity of the production of craft-related industries adornment of 

Arabian horses and camels should be noted that the platform of the General Authority 

for Craft Industries It has been designed to roads and ideas developed to keep pace 

with the features of the authentic spirit of the times and national identity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



23- Omantel participation within the exhibition : 

 

Public Authority for Craft Industries participated in the environmental exhibition 

under the slogan "Together towards a better environment", organized by Omantel in 

its main building in Al Mawallh celebration of Earth Day on April 22 of each year a 

contribution to promoting  a culture of conservation and preservation of Mekdrradtha. 

Where the PACI organized a craftsman exhibition entitled Omani crafts market in the 

Omani Qatari company's headquarters Telecom "Oorado" Gerand Mall Muscat and 

exhibition included many of the craft institutions that means providing traditional and 

developed in various crafts such as pottery, weaving, silverware and woodwork, 

incense, Saviac diverse craft products. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



24 - Rehabilitative programs : 

PACI  Implemented currently of a number of traditional industries and crafts 

programs as part of rehabilitation and training plan approved in 2015 and 

include the rehabilitation of 220 programs benefiting skills in the production and 

development of various crafts States. To raise the level of participation of the artisanal 

sector in the gross domestic product as well as its contribution to the creation of 

employment opportunities, and achieve competitive advantage and quality is also 

based on four basic themes is the availability of investment opportunities and promote 

the training initiatives implemented programs literal and development and improve 

guidance and counseling services in addition to the promotion of national energies on 

Joining in the craft industry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

25 - PACI organize training programs for its employees in the areas of 

performance and production: 

The Public Authority for Craft Industries Implemented 10 group program for its 

employees  for 257 beneficiary during the year 2015.  In order to raise the levels of 

performance and productivity as part of the training plan for human resource to 

provide participants with a range of managerial skills, professional and innovative as 

well as to identify the most important elements that achieve integrated performance 

and productivity enriching. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

26 –Funding ( Subsidiary):  

The Public Authority for Craft Industries Provided during the year 2015 monetary 

support for a number of craft persons  around ( 1195 ) craftsman and professionalism 

of the various governorates of the Sultanate . In order to encourage craft work and 

help artisans to enhance the productive capacity and marketing .  

The Subsidy of the most important projects in order to develop craft industries in the 

Sultanate and motivate craftsmen also contribute to support programs of care craft to 

increase production craft in addition to providing the character of Oman in the local 

market and encourage artisans Omani continuity in maintaining the inherited 

occupations also works support the literal to increase growth rates economic and 

social sector in the Sultanate literal as well as to take care of craftsmen contribute 

towards achieving efficiency and productivity craft . 

 

  



First : Cooperation between the PACI and WCC : 

1- PACI Participated in the activities to mark the World Day for Craft 

Industries in Iran: 

HE the chairperson of Public Authority for Craft Industries has Chaired Sultanate's 

delegation in the celebrations of the world the World Day for Craft Industries, 

which was held in the Iranian capital Tehran, during the period 9-14 June 2015 

under the patronage of His Excellency Massoud Soltani Assistant President of the 

Islamic Republic of Iran and Chairman The Council of the Iranian cultural 

Heritage and Tourism and handicrafts.  and included the ceremony, which 

witnessed wide participation by international bodies and organizations related to 

the sector of To organize multiple events specializes in the media of social, 

economic and cultural values realized from the craft industries in addition to the 

review and adoption of a number of enhanced initiatives for cooperation and joint 

international action in the areas of protection and development of heritage and 

traditional professions Nations humanitarian and civilizations,  

2- PACI has Organized His Majesty Sultan Qaboos Award of Excellence for  

Craft ( Session 4 ) : 
 

PACI organized an event of Sultan Qaboos Award of Excellence for Craft (Session 

4) under the patronage of His Highness Sayyid Shihab bin Tariq Al Said at the 

Oman International Exhibition Centre to honor the winners of the various areas of 

Sultan Qaboos award of Excellence craft 2015/2016 . The award is aimed at 

highlighting the role of craftsmen and their contribution to the comprehensive 

development process.  

834 craftsmen participated at the fourth version of the Sultan Qaboos Competition 

for Craft Excellence, from which 79 craftsmen in the textile, silver-work, ceramics 

and woodwork categories were shortlisted. Eleven craftsmen were selected for the 



awards of the 12 projects that were submitted in the craft projects category, three 

have been selected. The ceremony was attended by their highnesses, excellencies, 

honourable members of the State Council, undersecretaries, members of the Majlis 

Al Shura and members of the diplomatic corps accredited to the Sultanate, as well 

as public and private officials. 

The Committee is chaired by the final award of the contest regional and 

international institutions and the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) 

and the World Craft Council ( WCC) of the character and the United Nations 

Educational, Cultural and Scientific Organization (UNESCO). 

 

Second : International Cooperation: 

1 - PACI received Palestinian Minister of Social Affairs: 

 HE the chairperson of Public Authority for Craft Industries has received in her 

office Dr. Shawki Abdel Meguid Alissa Palestinian Minister of social Affairs 

and has discussed a number of topics relating :    

To to the promotion and development of the areas of the existing cooperation 

between the Sultanate and Palestine, particularly in areas related to the 

development of craft-producing households and community initiatives to ensure 

the achievement levels of income for artisans. 

During the meeting, all the efforts made by the Sultanate in order to literal sector 

development Search, along with the review of a number of topics of common 

interest between the two countries and ways of cooperation and future between 

them in the craft areas in addition to discussing a number of projects and integrated 

programs which the Commission carried out in order to develop craft industries as 

projects houses Omani craft distributed in various states of Oman as one of the 



literal marketing mechanisms in addition to strengthening the partnership Search 

frameworks aimed at promoting the sector literal.  

2 – PACI received Algerian Ambassador to the Sultanate : 

HE the chairperson of Public Authority for Craft Industries has received in her 

office the Ambassador Mohand valid for Ajose Ambassador of the Algerian 

People's Democratic Republic appointed to the Sultanate and has discussed a 

number of topics relating :  

 To the promotion and development of the fields of the existing cooperation 

between the Sultanate and Algeria, especially in areas related industries 

craft.  

 They also discussed all the efforts made by the Sultanate in order to protect 

craft industries as well as the review of a number of topics of common 

interest between the two countries and ways of cooperation and future 

between them in the areas of strengthening the progress the development of 

craft industries and the rehabilitation of cadres of national energies young 

in various crafts. 

 The discuss a number of plans, programs and initiatives to develop the 

character in order to achieve rates of sustainable development as well as 

research frameworks to strengthen the partnership in the areas of regional 

cooperation aimed at promoting the sector and maintain the literal craft 

industries. 

3- Oman issued literal experiences at the regional level: 

 

Sultanate carried out represented the Public Authority for Craft Industries training 

program to extract natural dyes the Kingdom of Jordan, under the supervision of a 

literal experiences Omani specializing in craft dye traditional indigo for a number 

of craftsmen Jordanians, comes the implementation of the Commission for the 



work training program at the regional level in cooperation with the United Nations 

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization "UNESCO" organization within 

the empowerment of rural women in the Jordan Valley initiative in order to 

promote the benefit of experience National and knowledge and using them in 

different accredited to international organizations and bodies of training programs 

in addition to the emphasis on the leading role of the Sultanate in the development 

of traditional craft industries and professions to ensure its survival and continuity. 

 

Third : Education, training and rehabilitation: 

1- Training programs : 

The Public Authority for Craft Industries Implemented 10 group program for its 

employees  for 257 beneficiary during the year 2015.  In order to raise the levels of 

performance and productivity as part of the training plan for human resource to 

provide participants with a range of managerial skills, professional and innovative 

as well as to identify the most important elements that achieve integrated 

performance and productivity enriching. 

2- Rehabilitative programs : 

PACI  Implemented currently of a number of traditional industries and crafts 

programs as part of rehabilitation and training plan approved in 2015 and 

implemented include the rehabilitation of 220 programs benefiting skills in the 

production and development of various crafts States. To raise the level of 

participation of the artisanal sector in the gross domestic product as well as its 

contribution to the creation of employment opportunities, and achieve competitive 

advantage and quality is also based on four basic themes is the availability of 

investment opportunities and promote the training initiatives implemented 

programs literal and development and improve guidance and counseling services 

in addition to the promotion of national energies on Joining in the craft industry. 



 

Four : PACI participations in exhibitions and events: 

1- Local exhibitions: 

1- The Second Artisan Festival. 

2- PACI has Organized His Majesty Sultan Qaboos Award of Excellence for  

Craft. 

3- PACI has participated in Muscat Festival 2015. 

4- Omani crafts day. 

5- PACI has participated in COMEX 2015. 

6- Post events within the Muscat International Book fair. 

7- Open House Royal Opera House. 

8- PACI Participated in the fourth International Exhibition of Horses,camels and 

Heritage ( Asayel Omani ). 

9- Omantel participation within the exhibition. 

2- International exhibitions : 

1- PACI participated in the Omani Cultural Days in Brazil. 

2- PACI Participation in the International Fair of Bordeaux, France. 

3- PACI involved in the international Bandk Festival of craftsmen in Turkey. 

4- PACI participated in the forum Kuwait. 

5- Participation in the exhibition of Omani products (opex) in Jeddah. 



6- Participation within the activities of the first annual exhibition of handicrafts of 

the Gulf Cooperation Council in Qatar. 

7-- PACI participated within the Exhibition energy from the seeds of the tree of 

life in Malaysia. 

 

Fifth :Others : 

 

1- PACI carried out a pilot project for the production of domestic cotton textile. 

2- The development of craft and wooden Woolen Industries Project (Palm Center). 

3- PACI involved in intellectual property and traditional knowledge seminar in 

Geneva. 

 

Six : Funding ( Subsidiary): 

The Public Authority for Craft Industries Provided during the year 2015 monetary 

support for a number of craft persons  around ( 1195 ) craftsman and 

professionalism of the various governorates of the Sultanate . In order to encourage 

craft work and help artisans to enhance the productive capacity and marketing .  

The Subsidy of the most important projects in order to develop craft industries in 

the Sultanate and motivate craftsmen also contribute to support programs of care 

craft to increase production craft in addition to providing the character of Oman in 

the local market and encourage artisans Omani continuity in maintaining the 

inherited occupations also works support the literal to increase growth rates 

economic and social sector in the Sultanate literal as well as to take care of 

craftsmen contribute towards achieving efficiency and productivity craft . 

 


